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unsolved w hy surface w ater w ith neutral pH had been maintained before 3.5 Ga, and w hat the trigger for the acidif ication w as.
Here, w e propose a new  scenario to explain the chemical transition of surface w ater f rom neutral to acidic pH. Ferrous iron has tw o stable dissolved species; Fe2+ and Fe(OH)+. Both the species
are oxidized by UV irradiation. But, Fe(OH)+ is also oxidized w ith irradiation of visible lights. In a thick CO2 atmosphere w ith several ppms of SO2, UV light is shielded by the SO2. In this case,

photo-oxidation of Fe(OH)+ proceeds in surface w ater, but that of  Fe2+ does not. In surface w ater, photo-oxidation of Fe(OH)+ acidif ies the w ater. How ever, the concentration of
Fe(OH)+ drastically decreases around pH~6.5 via the conversion into Fe2+. The decrease in Fe(OH)+ concentration, in turn, results in dampening acidif ication. On the other hand, in an atmosphere
w ith less SO2, UV light reaches to the surface, leading to photo-oxidation of both Fe2+ and Fe(OH)+. In this case, even if  the concentration of Fe(OH)+ decrease dow n to pH~6.5, acidif ication

continues via photo-oxidation of Fe2+. As a result, a runaw ay acidif ication to highly acidic surface w ater occurs.

We discuss the above possibility quantitatively using the previous laboratory data on photo-oxidation rates of Fe2+ and Fe(OH)+. We calculate the total production rate of  H+ both via the photo-
oxidation of Fe2+and Fe(OH)+ for various atmospheric compositions and pressures. Based on our sensitivity study, the critical atmospheric compositions to drive the runaw ay acidif ication are
discussed.
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The discovery of  Kepler 452b marks a milestone of searching for habitable exoplanets. While simple estimation indicates that Kepler 452b is located in the habitable zone of a Sun-like star, the
climate state and habitability of  Kepler 452b require detailed studies. Using a three-dimensional fully coupled atmosphere-ocean climate model and assuming an aqua-planet, w e perform simulations
to demonstrate climate states of Kepler 452b for different greenhouse effects and ice-albedo feedbacks. Our simulations show  that sea ice can only invade from poles to about 45 degree in
latitude for extremely low  levels of  CO2 (5 ppmv), and that surface temperature near the equator remains as high as 300 K. For high level of  CO2 (0.2 bars), the exoplanet becomes ice free, and
tropical surface temperature reaches about 335 K. The results suggest that Kepler 452b is very close to the inner edge of the habitable zone, and that its climate state can readily reach the
runaw ay greenhouse limit as greenhouse concentration is higher.
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The runaw ay greenhouse state is an important concept for considering the existence condition of the ocean, and hence habitability of  planets. The runaw ay greenhouse state is def ined as a state
in w hich incident f lux given to the atmosphere exceeds the radiation limit (Nakajima et al., 1992). Recent studies utilizing atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) discuss that atmospheric
circulation and cloud albedo signif icantly affect the occurrence condition of the runaw ay greenhouse state (e.g., Leconte et al., 2013). How ever, our speculation is that the runaw ay greenhouse
state emerges w hen global mean absorbed solar f lux exceeds the maximum values of OLR. In order to conf irm our speculation, w e perform a numerical experiment w ith an AGCM. We examine the
response of modeled atmospheric states to the increase of solar f lux considering tw o spatial and temporal distributions: one for synchronously rotating planets w ith f ixed dayside and nightside,
and the other for an Earth-like, non-synchronously rotating planets w ith diurnal and seasonal changes. We use the AGCM developed by our research group, DCPAM (http://w w w .gfd-
dennou.org/library/dcpam). Subgrid physical processes are parameterized w ith standard methods used in terrestrial Meteorology. The amount of  cloud w ater is calculated w ith a simple model
adopting a f ixed cloud extinction time. Heat capacity of  the surface is assumed to be zero. The results of  our experiments show  that horizontal deviation of OLR decreases w ith increasing solar
constant regardless the radiation scheme (grey scheme or non-grey scheme), existence of clouds, and solar f lux distribution. It seems that runaw ay greenhouse state appears w hen global mean
absorbed solar radiation f lux exceeds the maximum values of OLR. Our results suggest that the occurrence condition of the runaw ay greenhouse state is determined by a common mechanism,
although the maximum value of OLR differs among runs w ith different conditions.
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After the conf irmation of the habitability of  exoplanets, these planets w ill become the main targets for the search of exoplanet life. One of the signatures of life on the Earth is the vegetation red
edge (VRE) signal. M dw arfs are thought to be the 'fast-track' for the search for habitable exoplanets. But habitable planets of  M dw arfs are likely to be tidally locked, w hich potentially limits the
distribution of vegetation. In this w ork w e study the grow th of vegetation on exoplanet GJ667Cc by using the climate data of an exoplanet GCM model in the Denitrif ication and Decomposition model
(DNDC) model and calculate the ref lection spectra of  the planet. We f ind that the VRE signal is on the order of  1% w ithout considering clouds. The VRE signal is reduced to 0.1% or less w hen
considering the occultation effect of  clouds. When considering only photon noise and perfect stellar light repression, observation time of ~200 hours w ill be required for a 6.5-m size telescope to
detect the potential VRE signal on GJ667Cc.
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The increased local time coverage observed by Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) on board Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) can enable direct extraction of thermal tides in Mars middle atmosphere
w ith reduced aliasing. Using temperature prof iles from Mars year (MY) 30 to 32, w e study the latitudinal and seasonal variations of tides and stationary planetary w aves w ith zonal w ave numbers
s = 1-3. The amplitude of the migrating diurnal tide (DW1) has strong semiannual variations both in the equatorial region and in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) middle latitudes. Aerosols w idely
distributed in the atmosphere of Mars, namely, dust and w ater ice also show  apparent diurnal variations, w hich may be caused by a dynamical process of tidal vertical w ind. Tidal response in dust
abundance indicates an annual variation w ith maximum amplitude in aphelion seasons w hile the background abundance of dust peaks in perihelion seasons w hen global dust storm occurs
frequently, w hich suggests that extremely large abundance of dust may restrain its ow n tidal response. Water ice abundance in the middle latitudes has a semiannual variation w hich is similar to
the thermal diurnal tide. In addition, the diurnal heating rate of  aerosols is calculated and Hough decomposition is performed to estimate the radiative effect of  aerosols on diurnal tide.
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Recent discoveries made available through NASA’s New  Horizon mission revealed a new  w orld on Pluto w ith a plateau of “young” surface. We endeavor to explore various possibilities that may
have contributed to this phenomena, including atmospheric condensation, ice sheet evolution, etc.

The f irst perspective w ould require a 3D GCM adapted for Pluto’s exceptionally thin atmosphere, w hile the later one could be studied by introducing an ice sheet model w ith revised nitrogen ice
parameters, gravity and bottom features.

The co-existence of nitrogen- and w ater-ice on Pluto may hold the key to answ ering our question. Some initial simulations have revealed that nitrogen ice sheet could deform to f latten out under its
ow n w eight, smoothing craters. Though aw aiting further verif ication, model experiments suggested that this mechanism is w orkable on a timescale of  a million years.
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Recent w orks suggest that oxygen can be maintained on lifeless exoplanets in the habitable zones of M dw arfs as the results of  photochemical reactions. How ever, the same photochemical
models also predict high concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) in the corresponding atmospheres. A line-by-line radiative transfer model is used to investigate observation requirements of  O2
and CO. We f ind that abiotically produced O2 is detectable at 0.76 μm, in agreement w ith previous f indings. More interestingly CO in the corresponding atmospheres is also detectable at NIR. We
suggest that future missions aiming at characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres consider detections of CO as an anti-biosignature.
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Habitable Planets by def inition are capable of maintaining liquid w ater on their surfaces. Thus the amount of  w ater vapor in their atmospheres is limited, w ith the Earth as the only conf irmed
example. Planets could start to lose their w ater rapidly w hen surface temperature is increased above certain threshold, w hich drives w ater into the middle atmosphere w here photo dissociation
readily convert w ater vapor into hydrogen and oxygen. We used a 1-D line-by-line radiative transfer model (LT model) to calculated ref lectance spectra of  the Earth and exoplanets losing w ater
more and more rapidly. The exoplanets are modeled using the CESM model by applying enhanced stellar radiation in comparison to that received by the Earth. The results show  that the tw o spectra
can be easily distinguishable w ithout considering cloud effects. In this w ork w e w ill explore the effect of  clouds and its impact on the feasibility to distinguish habitable exoplanet f rom planets
rapidly losing w ater observationally. 
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